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: Brief Reviews

BRIEF REVIEWS
The Brotherhood of Fear, by Robert Ardrey. New York.: Random
House, 1952. 342 pp. $3.00.
MR. A R DR E Y' S harrol\ting novel, told in a mannered blend of the
suspense story and" the prophetic study, is an exceptional feat of imagination. Concerned as it is with the hypothetical future of our collectivized age, it inevitably suggests comparison with orwell;I984 or
Patrick Bair's Faster! Faster! Lacking Orwell's uncannily pr cise documentation of economic and political drift, Ardrey's novel oes succeed on its mVD ground in exposing the nightmare of a society in
which cultural memory, and therefore morally responsible behaviour,
has been completely expunged. (For this reason, among others, it is
vastly more convincing thaI1\ Bair's glib extension of a "gimmick.")
Unquestionably, ArdI.:ey has borrowed many ofOrwell's assumptions,
but he has utilized them in a framework of his own brilliant devising.
After the third chapter, his compact setting is an "unimportant"
island where, set in almost insane relief against a simple peasant community, a police-state agent and a police-state fugitive struggle, each
for· his own reasons, with the imperatives of memory. Ardrey writes
with a brightly tailored precision which yet enables him to comment
with something beyond editorial dignity on the motivations of his
characters. His is a surprising talent in the American scene; he has
renounced, as subject, his own personality and the immediate sterilities of the domestic environment but has not therefore fled into the
forests of the night. And not the least important of hisconvietions is
his seeing sex as a creative act. His novel rises, through the mechanics
of melodrama and sharply visual narrative, to the problem of the fw
ture consciousness of man, when the implications of the present sterility will have been fatally consolidated.
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Let It Come Down, by Paul Bowles. New York: Random House, 1952.
3 11 pp. $3.00 \

s's third volume-his latest bed of spikes, as it wereachieves again that singularity of horror which is Bowles's mark of
distinction among contemporary gravediggers in our wasteland. It is
difficult to say which impression is uppermost in the reader's mind as

MR. BOW L E
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he sets this novel down (or drops it from nerveless fingers): the hOlTor
itself, the skill with which BowlescoRtrives plot and setting'(Wis time
it's Tangier, a rain-sodden Gomorrah with RoyM palms), or the existential lucidity of ..t he author's reasoning-that each'of us is morally .
responsible {or the conduct of his own life and that the person Who
wants nothing vividly is likely to attract anything-anythingt Let It
Come Down is the tragedy, if this is not too lofty a term for matter so
sordid, -of the lineless hand and the empty mind. Against the seething
yet moribund background of North Africa's derelict society, Bowles
confronts the reader with an extreme version of the cui de sac awaiting the soul that shrugs, tWhy not?" His "hero" is that by-now-familiar young American, the'faceless and diaper~d heir to all the ages for
whom, voided by motherly solicitation, there is no freedom save in
cOlTUption. Bowles's progressive obsession with aridity, madness and
death has never been so chillingly substantiated, and his awful integration of the.title with the situation for which it serves as symbol is
inspired.-V. Y.

EI1!ments of Critical Theory, by Wayne Shuma~er. Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1952. Perspectives in Criti~sm, I. xiv
13 1 pp. $2.75-

+

inclination is to compare a new book of this kind
with Wellek's and Warren's Theory of Literature, which though published only three years ago has already assumed the place of a standard
. exegesis of current critical problems. I do not find that Mr. Shumaker
and Messrs. Wellek and Warren are far apart in their assumptions
and conclusions', though the authors themselves would probably stress
their diversities. Both seem to me, however, to state thoughtfully the
critical'problems in coming to terms with literature, and both .hold
,out the hope that in spite of all the' pitfalls in purpose and method a
(ritic can be justified The WelIek-Warren volume is more solid than
is Mr. Shumaker's. But Mr. Shumaker moves with a lightness that is
in pleasant contrast with their more ponderous steps; be has made his
document a much'more personal one; and he has kept clear from an
. overprofessional terminology. He also has a liveliness of expression
too infrequently present in contemporaryaiticism. "We hope to
break criticism clean in two like a biscuit, so that any part of it which
THE NAT U R A L
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is not in one half will necessarily be in the other," he writes ~t/one.
point; and whether one agrees with his division here or elsewhe~, one
enjoys his household metaphors.
As Mr. Shumaker tells us in his preface, he ~rst planned his book
with ~epurpose of making available to critics ~gnificant discoveries
of recent philosophy with regard specifically to the theory of value.
Later he saw the need for a section on analysis to 1?alance that on
evaluation, and then for preliminary chapters of definition and general commentary. Thus, as the book now appears, we have first four
exploratory chapters, then three chapters on analysis, and finally four
chapters on evaluation.
It will seem perverse, but it is only honest to state that I am less impressed by the book as it progresses toward its diniax. The section on
value theory as it affects literary criticism is not so startling as the author believes nor so unrecognized by practicing critics. Mr. Shumaker
points out that philosophers indine to regard value as a matter of
definition and definition as assumption; and thus he properly cautions the critic to be aware of subjectivity. Yet I do not find critics to
be so entirely ignorant, though they may be less technically informed
than they ought to be; Again, the chapters on analysis cover old
ground, with that on "internal reference frames" being no more than
a survey of the practice of New Critics. When Mr. Shumaker recommends, as something infrequent if not new, that Lear be studied for
its "essential meaning" by separating various strands of action, interpreting each individually, and then interpreting all in formal combination, he aslts (or something that every responsible critic since
Coleridge has been trying to do with Shakespeare.
Yet whatever the disappointment in the net effect of these two sections, the reader will find in them much that stimulates. For instance,
in distinguishing between analysis and evaluation Mr. Shumaker suggests that words like "contrived," "frigid," "involved," "confused" are
descriptive in a way that "repulsive," "deplorable," "bad," "valueless" are not. Again, he points out that a critical dogma applied to a
work of literature is as much in kind an "external re'ference frame" as
sociological background-that is, if the formal critic approach a work
with certain literary rules he runs the danger of violating the integrity
of the work as much as the biographical or historical critic.
Even more often in the preliminary chapters, helpful insights of
this sort appear. Here he briefly mediates between literary criticism
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as 4escriptionand judgment, points out the multiplicity of critical
tasks, counsels ~oderation in setting ~p critical goals, and proposes
that in keeping goals moderate and in being conscious of the distinc-,
tion between evaluative and non-evaluative.statements the critical
function will be best served. Though these also are not matters unheard of, they are put with a crispness that may remind careless critic
or ,a weary reader of what is significant. To my mind they are more
useful than tying literary criticism to one current philosophical\view,
) as Mr. Shumaker toward the end of his book urges. Granted that he
has a point ~n suggesting ;tha~ Ar~t?tle endures l~~ely \~cause of his
harmony wlth.anauthontauvephilosophy. But It IS,harder to make
, a like case for Horace, as Mr. Shumaker tries to: and it would be even
\ more difficult to confine the sceptical Dryden to a systematic philosophy, unless Pyrrhonism be counted su~. "The full, evaluated apprehension of the critical subject matter" is offered as.the ultimate critical goal. Yet Horace and Dryden came close to this ideal not because
of their technical knowledge of philosophy. but because of their sensitivity to literature.-G.A.

a

Ben Jonson, Volumes IX and X. edited I.>y C. H. Herford. Percy and
Evelyn Simpson. Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1950.732 pp. and
7 10 pp. $7 each.
sixty-three-year-old job of editing Jonson's works is on its last
legs in these volumes (Survey of the Text. Stage History. and Commentary) of the expensive eleven-volume Oxford edition. It is the
fruit of painst(}king research and fidelity to the facts of Jonson's work,
but even more to the monumental process of scholarly annotation itself. Care need not be mistaken for appreciation or love of Jonson's
art. Recorded here is the achie~ement of a supreme. ploddingdevotion to the canon as a self-perpetuating structure.
Anyone wanting to know Jonson fully. as he ~eserves, must be prepared to find the real aid that exists in such obstacles. Part of the
legend which places Jonson second to Shakespeare in the only gre~t
age of English drama, also assumes that the bulk of his work is unreadable except by scholars. After the Restoration there was one century of neglect and another of vilification. Fully edited no more than

THE
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six times since his own folio edition in 1616, Jonson was fated to attract editors who, except for William Gifford in the nineteenth century, relished the .minutiae of his learning more than the literary
quality of his art. And so he still remains inaccessible, even to students
of the period. Swinburne's sensitive but erratic, often patronizing
study, Eliot's bilious appeal for fairer treatment in an essay written
thirty-two years ago, and Edmund Wilson's obstreperous anatomy of
Jonson's drama as anal-erotic revelations of character, are challenges
that mix strong opinion and fascination with bafflement, but still go
unmet. Nor has anyone yet attempted to explain why immediately
after leaving Dublin to "'forge the uncreated conscience" of his race,
James Joyce should have spent weeks squirreled up in the Sorbonne
reading through all of jonson's work-one of the few writers in whom
lie ever allowed himself to indulge so completely.
Jonson may well have been, as Dryden remembered to say, the most
learned dramatist who ever lived. Not the sort of praise that advances
an artist's reputation, it is easily turned into Bernard Shaw's contemptuous snarl, "a brutal pedant." Jonson himself had a hand in
perpetuating the legend, though he knew as we know that there is
finally little more to be done with learning than gape at it or burrow
into its curiosities or shun it. All this, particularly the last, has been
done with jonson's learning. Still, what endures is not his learning
but his literary art-beyond, in spite of, and because of his learning.
The truth, at least in ~egard to his drama (all of it-the humor plays,
the great comedies, and the last plays which Dryden Called his dotages) is that the English stage owes more to Jonson than to Shakespeare for the development of its comic art. It ought to be shown, not
that Jonson influenced the manufacture of a certain brand of Restoration comedy, but that he made.an art out of sentimental comedies and
burlesque farces, debased forms that other Stuart dramatists were
pounding their wits into. He did not share Shakespeare's interest in
tragicomedy-the solution that led to the inimitable fantasies, The
Winter's Tale and The Tempest. He was not Shakespeare but a great
social dramatist with moral and psychological prepossessions, who
wrote for contemporary audiences with the same authority that makes
Aristophanes, Plautus and Terence still worth reading and worth performing. He was as great as Moliere, and with Rabelais and Moliere
the best European comic writer in the classic tradition. He not only
made Dryden possible, he also made Shaw possible. And if he drew

,
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sustenance from a sense of contention with Shakespeare (as Shaw himseJf did), he also opened at least one new channel among the many
that Shakespeare's drama had still to run during the early 1600'S.
The bulky shadow of the s~ry is detailed in Herford-Simpson. The
facts that must be known ~ there and everywhere in this edition of
Jonson's complete works. But where is the book that will give them
the.full quick body of meaning and appreciation they deserve?-E.H.

Cesar Franck, by Leon Vallas, translated by Hubert Foss. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1951.275 pp. $4.00.
Hugo Wolf, by Frank Walker. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952.502
pp. $6.50.
Donald Francis Tovey: a Bi(>graphy Based on Letters, by Mary Grierson. New York: Oxford University Press, 195~' S37 PP.$5.00.
Modern Music Makers' (Contemporary American Composers), by
Madeleine Goss. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1952.499 pp., illus.,
music facsims. $10.00.
(

pleasanter aspects of the musical culture of the ei.ghteenth century is the fact that people either made or played music, or
etse listened to it naturally and easily as part of their normal routine
of living. One of the less pleasant aspects of our own musical culture is
the tendency of too many people to talk about music, write about it,
read about it, even collect records of it (and presumably to play them
on occasion, though this 4.oes not necessarily mean listening to them).
I suppose the rational answer to all this is that since music is now "Big
Business," there is a genuine market fGrall the peripheral substitutes.
And what a miserable substitute is the book called Modern Music
Makers. It is a veritable mine of misinformation, misspellings and
misses in general (LdjQ. not intend a pun over the inclusion among
the American composers represented -of the Misses· Radie Britain,
Mabel Daniels, Mary Howe, Gena Branscom~ and others to the exclusion of people like Howard Swanson, Chanler, Jacobi, Fine, Menoui). The book is written in a hideoUsly chummy and gosSipy style,
bristling with anecdotes and dealing with everything but the heart of
the matter.
ONE 0 F T H Eo
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The three remaining biographies (of Franck, \VoU. and To\-ey) all
deal with the better representatives of the musical culture of France,
Germany. and England in the musical period of a dying Romanticism. This is most strongly pronounced in Tovcy's case. where toward
the end of his life he himself became aware of his increasing alienation from the musical temper of the times. Mary Grierson's account of
his life was. for this reader. one of those rare encounters with a book
that refused to permit itself to be put aside until read from cover to
cover. Tovey was an extraordinarily versatile genius: pianist; composer; founder. organizer. and conductor of the Reid Symphony Orchestra; for twenty.five years Reid Professor of Music at Edinburgh
University; writer of all the articles on music in the Enq'clopaedia
Britannica; author of the famous six volume series of uEssa}"S in ~fusi
cal Analysis"; etc.• etc.• eic. His creative energy was undoubtedly dissipated to an extent by the too numerous activities of his keenly
roving mind. Miss Grierson w~ a pupil and worshipper of the professor. ~d on occasion her account leaves one wishing for a greater degreejof objectivity-not alone in assessing and summing up Tovey's
creative output. but also in coming to grips with such matters as Tovey's misunderstanding with Casals. The book contains many anecdotes. but in this case thoroughly fascinating ones involving such
people as Casals. Schweitzer. Busch. Serkin and others. It is a revelation to read such things as the story of Tovey's performance of Bach's
"Goldberg Variations" in Berlin at the turn of the century. ,and to
learn how absolutely astonished were the good Berliners to hear this
masterpiece actually played; it was the first such performance anyone
could remember, and played from memory toof
Of parallel interest is the description of France's I{lid-nineteenth
century musical life in Vallas' fine book on Cesar Franck. Here we
le~, for example. that Bach's organ music was totally unknown'even
at this time, for the sfmple reason that "no publisher has ever found .
himself encouraged to engrave and print a single line of these organ
works. since they'" all demand the use of the pedals. a technical feat
that practically no one in this country seems ... to have mastered."
Vallas clearly succeeds in his effort to debunk the myth of Franck's
saintly other-worldliness. a myth which owes much of its origin to .
D'Indy ~nd other disciples and students of Franck. One also finds the
details of the machinations and intrigues of the various warring parties (the "Franckists" who were really Wagnerians. and the ultra·
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French Conservatoire Upurists'~ fighting over the corpse of UAn GalUea"-a silly business when seen from the vantage point of fifty yean.
It took a Debussy to breathe life into that corpse. not a Franck or
Saint-S2em. a Massenet or Faure.
Frank \Valker's book on Hugo \Velf is a real model of music bi..
ography. a fine workmanlike job of thorough objectivity. As the lint
new English-language work on the subject in almost half a century.
it is more than welcome. and doubly so in view of its definitiveness. A
large amount of hitherto unpublished correspondence is the basis for
a certain re-visualizing of \Velf, and the treatment of the music is
both intelligent and intelligible. This work does not share a serious
defect of the Franck book. for it includes an excellent bibliography
and an exhaustive catalogue of \VOlfs compositions, both published
and unpublished.-.\f.s.

Geography in the Ala'king. by John Kirtland \Vright. New York: The
American Geographical Society, 1952.437 pp. $5.00.
r

founded in
1852, and has been li~ra11y financed by wealthy amateurs of geography throughout its existence. With such backing, the massive respectability of the Society is not surprising. What requires explanation is .
its great and lively scientific achievement, perhaps. the greatest of any
institution in the world devoted to geography. This achievement is in
particular contrast to that of the superficially similar National Geographic Society. an organization staunchly devoted to the publication·
of inconsequential travelogues.
An excellent history of the first century of the American Geographical Society. recently published. makes clear the events which by 1915
committed the Society to basic research-at the fortunate moment
when geography in the United States was reaching professional status.
It would have been fatally easy at that time to contillue as a meeting
ground for gentlemen interested in travel and exploration. That this
did not happen was due largely to the enthusiasm, ability. and private
fortune of Archer M. Huntington, which led hqn to become the most
generous patron of the Society. and hence (althongh Dr. Wright
would never put it so crudely) the man with the most say.
THE AM E RIC A N Geographical Society of New York was
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Huntington. a s.cholarly heir to ·the Southern Pacific Railroad fortune, was wise enough to see the need for a professional Director of
the Society. and discriminating enough to pick. the best professional
in sight. I.saiah Bowman. Bowman was a stimulating leader. as well
an imaginative geographer. and much of the book describes the impact of his energetic personality on the receptive institution he directed for twenty years. Bowman so thoroughly professionalized the
Society that its Coundlors, with no intention of lowering standards.
have nevertheless recently entertained an uneasy feeling ,that the
emphasis on research has obscured a growing need for popularizing
geography.
The Society has quite a treasure to disburse. if it is clever enough
to find takers on a popular level. It has underwritten a staggering
amount of research. for instance. on the problems and possibilities of
pioneer settlement along the fringes of the inhabited areas of the
earth. Whatever the future holds. it will be important to maintain an
inventory of these fringe lands and their capacity to support a population under various and changing technologies. That capacity at best
is often overrated-in the face of an explosively increasing world population. We mayor may not solve the problem of where we are going
to put all the people. but it is certainly up to geographers to make the
public aware that the problem exists. For if geographers do not make
the attempt, journalists will, with results which geographers will not
always endorse.
The American Geographical Society is essentially a postgraduate
institution, even so. and it is safe to predict that its Geographical Review will not change character. Thanks to superb editing, and to the
inherent popular appeal of geography, the Review has captured the
attention of laymen more successfully than most other professional
journals. But readable as the Review is for its cultivated audience, its
unflinching professional standards are bound to keep that audience
small. The Councilors of the Society are therefore considering publishing a "bright ..• illustrated magazine." which presumably will attempt to do for a more general public what the National Geographic
Alagaz.ine has so elaborately failed to do. in the presentation of ne:w
and accurate geographical information.
The Society will probably never again undertake a single research
project of the magnitude of its Millionth Map of Latin America,
which took twenty-five years and half a million dollars to complete.
Current research in medical geography is to culminate in an Atlas of

as
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Diseases. Other projects will develop, but the Society's efforts to
spread geographical knowledge more widely, however carried out,
will probably be more significant for the future of geography than any
research projeet.-PM.S.

,

To the Happy Few, selected letters of Stendhal, translated by Norman
Cameron; selected, introduced, and annotated by Emmanuel Boudot~motte. New York: Grove Press, 1952.384 pp. $5.00.

f

Letters of Gustave Flaubert, translated by J. M. Cohen; ·selected and
introduced by Richard Rumbold. New York: The Philosophical Library, 1951. 248 pp. $3.75.
in the introduction he wrote
for To the Happy Few (an unfortunate, title). says "This is not a aitical edition. This new volume does not even, claim to offer exemplary
letten. Its object is different. It contains a selection of significant pages
that are beautiful by reason of their significance..• :' He was doing
fine until he put that word "beautiful" in. The¥ signifi~ceis at first
irritating, ultimately saddening, as one listens to a profound writer
drip corn syrup into the ears of mistresses or shriek like a cheated .
p~wnbroker over monies or honors qot forthcoming. Boudot-I;.amotte
also says that "Beyle, that French bourgeois who despised both France
and the bourgeoisie, had, all the qualities and most of the faults of
both." Here he is exact, and these letters are all the proof one wants.
Of course there are moments when, in the midst of polite and banal
wit, an observation snaps into place with the sharp click of trUth, but
they are surrounded by so much droning that one is too near asleep to
treasure them. Stendhal had so much contempt for the life he led that
it spilled over onto himself and ~ few friends. He treats his Particular "happy few" (those who understood the nature of things) mainly
as errand boys or wailing walls. Stendhal's trUe seriousness, his very
real brilliance and heart, seem to have found expression almost exclusively in hiS books. Fair enough, but since in these letten he rarely
speaks of his books in any revealing way, the "significance" of the collection necessarily depends upon the picture it gives us of the externalities of his life. This picture is large and broad. And since Stendhal
spent so much of his energy among these externalities, the picture is
EMMANUEL BOUDOT-LAMOTTE,
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real-which is to say significant. But I think the significance is for the
specialist, and perhaps the psychologist. For th~ general reader there
is nothing basic here that is not found-and found in multiplied dimension-in the books.
The letters of Flaubert are so opposite that the juxtaposition,
though natural enough, is really too cozy. All the personal heart and
intimacy which Flaubert continually ,struggled to keep out of his
books flow through each line of these letters. This selection "made
from the nine large volumes of his letters" is much shorter than the
Stendhal collection, yet gives us a portrait of Flaubert body and soul,
hair and toes. What is more it is a portrait that one cannot reconstruct
from his books. Richard Rumbold begins his introduction with the
sentences: "Except for a selection from his correspondence with
George Sand, published many years ago, this is the first English translation of the letters of Gustave F1aubert. It is difficult to speak too
highly of their value, because through them we come into intimate relationship with a great human being; and .'!.~ the same time they are
our only source for so much of Flaubert's thought about life and art."
Well, it is nice to find an. introductory claim that is justified. In fact
this one is modest, since this small collection contains clear and profoundly honest statements by Flaubert about everything which really
mattered to him, and they aTe the statements of a "great h1iman be-,
ing." And a great writer, too, who in these letters expresses clearly and
with perfect concision his es'thetic principles. The nature of Flaubert's
writing is ill understood in America, partly becau~ our professors
swallowed a line about his "naturalism," and partly because Madame
Bovary can't be successfully translated into English. These letters,
translated by Mr. Cohen with their meaning and feeling organically
~ecreated' can. furnish a real vantage point for viewing this writ.er who
at his best combined the most valid and most perceptive qualities of
e I'ATt POUT I'A r~ approach that was giving way in his time and the
,,'
cu of "Ie !'ocer which was to displace it. , '
, It is perhaps not strange that Flaubert, who was always fighting to
keep his self-avo;wed rom~nticism from inrindating his work, should
have written letters in whith the profound'frankness and emotioJ}. are
welcome"'Telease; any more than it is strange that Stendhal, who hid
behind a barrier of worldliness whicb made a real show of emotio~
impossible except in a boudoir or a. book, should have written letters
in whidl the personal element is just barely ~eneath.the-skin deep.

.1
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But it is interesting to note that Stendhal. all his life a victim of events
(as his letters so keenly show). should write books about the individual reacting against events; and that Flaubert. who as far as was humanly possible kept himself out of the way of "events." should write books
in which the event forces itself upon the individual. And it is a flash
of clarity to see that Stendhal. who not only lived all his life among
throngs of people but part of it as professional "company" (i.e.• consul). was a man whose loneliness went beyond sadness; whereas Flau·
bert, who fought actively from his early twenties to his death to remain a recluse. was u~ually without ~ompany but was never alone. UI·
timately, of course, these "opposites" back so far away from each other
that they meet turning a comer; perhaps this "meeting"-the fact that
they are both classicists-is more significant tha~.~ the rest.

/

Masterpieces of French Painting: A!odiglia1Ji. Ten color plates; Introduction by Maurice Raynal. Geneva, Switzerland: Editions Albert
Sma, n.d. $2.50.

when I was in France I deprived myself in anno)'ing ways in order. to buy books of color reproductions either unavail..
able or unreasonably priced in the United Stat~. I could have saved
myself the trouble: they're available now. Th~ Albert Skira editions,
which to my knowledge are unparalleled in the field of color reproduction, are presently on the market in this country at prices equivalent to tbpse in Europe.The Masterpieces of French Painting series consists of portfolios..
each containing ten color plates individually mounted. plus a biographical foreword The listof tides includes Daumier, Manet. De~,
cezanne, Renoir, Rousseau, Gauguin. Van Gogh, Matisse, Vlaminck,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Dufy, Picasso, Rouault, and Utrillo, as well as
Modigliani. If there is a quality judgment to be made among them,
it is more apt to be based upon questions of selection or of the 'art itself, rather than upon fidelity of reproduction.
/
Maurice Raynal's biographical forewords and notes on the paintings are usually dull and primer-like. This is certainly so in the M odigliani, where one keeps waiting in vain for profit from Raynal's acqwlintanceship with the ~tist. Nothing comes but a few strings of old
gossip fit for an encyclopedia.
But Mo~g~i:lni's paintingl Like all art that has the quality of wonTWO YEA R S AG 0
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der, whatever one says about it is in sOIne way ttue. If you measure the
circles and rectangles, you can say that Modigliani was an abstract
mathematician; if you follow his lines that neither begin nor end, you
can say that he was a sail<i)r or calligrapher, with all the ~~\lality of
those professions; or if it's color and pattern you fasted on, you ca)l
say with Ramon Sender that M09igliani is a Gauguin of the city, or.
think of his ~ork in relation to Persian miniatures (much more basi·
cally connected than Matisse's).
.
His paintings can make you slant. I feellike."a nice, dull dog in his
. world of cat-People. But the people themselves $Cern C3.uglit"in a dogworld, fix~d tin tight chairs against'lon~ly wails,..w~the redness of
then- flesh and the unprotesting imbalanf:;e of theq eyeS saying what it .
can mean, this infi~tive to live."-KL.
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